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Object of the chapter

In Chapter 6, we studied one kind of unconventional monetary policy:
forward guidance, i.e. communication about future policy interest rates.

In Chapter 7, we will study two other kinds of unconventional monetary
policy: quantitative easing and credit easing.

Broadly speaking,

“quantitative easing” (QE) refers to an increase in bank reserves
(on the liability side of the central bank’s balance sheet),
“credit easing” (CE) refers to an increase in private loans and
securities (on the asset side of the central bank’s balance sheet).

According to these definitions,

the Bank of Japan has conducted QE from 2001 to 2006,
the Federal Reserve has been conducting CE since 2008.
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In Bernanke’s (2009) words I

“The Federal Reserve’s approach to supporting credit markets is conceptually
distinct from quantitative easing (QE), the policy approach used by the Bank of
Japan from 2001 to 2006. Our approach − which could be described as ‘credit
easing’ − resembles quantitative easing in one respect: It involves an expansion
of the central bank’s balance sheet. However, in a pure QE regime, the focus of
policy is the quantity of bank reserves, which are liabilities of the central bank;
the composition of loans and securities on the asset side of the central bank’s
balance sheet is incidental. Indeed, although the Bank of Japan’s policy approach
during the QE period was quite multifaceted, the overall stance of its policy was
gauged primarily in terms of its target for bank reserves.
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In Bernanke’s (2009) words II

In contrast, the Federal Reserve’s credit easing approach focuses on the mix of
loans and securities that it holds and on how this composition of assets affects
credit conditions for households and businesses. This difference does not reflect
any doctrinal disagreement with the Japanese approach, but rather the differences
in financial and economic conditions between the two episodes. In particular,
credit spreads are much wider and credit markets more dysfunctional in the
United States today than was the case during the Japanese experiment with
quantitative easing. To stimulate aggregate demand in the current environment,
the Federal Reserve must focus its policies on reducing those spreads and
improving the functioning of private credit markets more generally.”
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Liabilities of the Fed, 2007-2010

The past two years have also seen dramatic developments with regard to the composition of the asset side of the Fed’s
balance sheet (Fig. 2). Whereas the Fed had largely held Treasury securities on its balance sheet prior to the fall of 2007,
other kinds of assets — a variety of new ‘‘liquidity facilities’’ , new programs under which the Fed essentially became a
direct lender to certain sectors of the economy, and finally targeted purchases of certain kinds of assets, including more
than a trillion dollars’ worth of mortgage-backed securities — have rapidly grown in importance, and decisions about the
management of these programs have occupied much of the attention of policymakers during the recent period. How
should one think about the aims of these programs, and the relation of this new component of Fed policy to traditional
interest-rate policy? Is Federal Reserve credit policy a substitute for interest-rate policy, or should it be directed to
different goals than those toward which interest-rate policy is directed?

These are clearly questions that a theory of monetary policy adequate to our present circumstances must address. Yet
not only have they been the focus of relatively little attention until recently, but the very models commonly used to
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Fig. 1. Liabilities of the Federal Reserve. (Source: Federal Reserve Board.)
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Fig. 2. Assets of the Federal Reserve. (Source: Federal Reserve Board.)
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Glossary

SFA: Supplemental Financing Account (Sept. 2008 − July 2011).

CPFF: Commercial Paper Funding Facility (Oct. 2008 − Feb. 2010).

TAF: Term Auction Facility (Dec. 2007 − March 2010).

MBS: Mortgage-Backed Securities (Nov. 2008 − March 2010, Sept. 2012
− present).

AD: Agency Debt (Nov. 2008 − March 2010).
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Extending the basic New Keynesian model

The basic New Keynesian model is unable to capture any role for these
unconventional policies, because it has

no financial exchanges (as all households are identical),

no financial frictions (as loans are costless and safe).

To analyze these policies, we will use Cúrdia and Woodford’s (2011) model,
which introduces, into the basic New Keynesian model,

heterogeneity across households (to generate financial exchanges),

financial intermediaries (to generate financial frictions).
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Outline of the chapter

1 Introduction

2 Model

3 Quantitative easing

4 Credit easing
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Households’ preferences

Each household i seeks to maximize

E0

+∞

∑
t=0

βt

{
uτt (i) [ct(i)]−

∫ 1

0
vτt (i) [ht(j ; i)] dj

}
,

where τt(i) ∈ {b, s} is household i ’s type at date t,

uτ (c) ≡ c1−στ

1− στ
and vτ (h) ≡ ψτ

1+ ν
h1+ν,

with στ > 0, ν > 0, and ψτ > 0 for τ ∈ {b, s}.

Type b will stand for “borrower”, type s for “saver”.
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Households’ types

At each date, with probability δ, the type remains the same as in the
previous date.

With probability 1− δ, the type is drawn again:

it is b with probability πb,
it is s with probability πs = 1− πb.

Therefore, under adequate initial conditions, the population fractions of the
two types are constant over time, equal to πτ for each type τ.

It is assumed that ubc (c) > usc (c) for all values of c that can occur in
equilibrium.

So, for the same consumption level, households of type b value more
marginal consumption than households of type s.
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Marginal utilities of consumption for the two types

mediary sector represents one of the key financial
frictions. We also allow households to hold one-
period riskless nominal government debt. But,
because government debt and deposits with inter-
mediaries are perfect substitutes as investments,
households must pay the same interest rate it

d in
equilibrium and their decision problem is the
same as the case in which they have only one
decision about how much to deposit with or bor-
row from intermediaries.

Aggregation is simplified by assuming that
households are able to sign state-contingent con-
tracts with one another, through which they may
insure one another against both aggregate risk and
the idiosyncratic risk associated with a house-
hold’s random draw of its type, but also assuming
that households are only intermittently able to
receive transfers from the insurance agency;

between these infrequent occasions when a
household has access to the insurance agency, 
it can only save or borrow through the financial
intermediary sector mentioned previously. The
assumption that households are eventually able
to make transfers to one another in accordance
with an insurance contract signed earlier means
that they continue to have identical expectations
regarding their marginal utilities of income far
enough in the future, regardless of their differing
type histories.

It then turns out that in equilibrium, the mar-
ginal utility of a given household at any point in
time depends only on its type τ t�i� at that time;
hence the entire distribution of marginal utilities
of income at any time can be summarized by two
state variables, λtb and λts, indicating the marginal
utilities of each of the two household types. The

Cúrdia and Woodford
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Financial contracts

Households can

save only by depositing funds with financial intermediaries, at the
one-period nominal interest rate idt ,
borrow only from financial intermediaries, at the one-period nominal
interest rate ibt .

Only one-period riskless nominal contracts with the intermediaries are
possible for either savers or borrowers.

There is also one-period riskless nominal government debt, which for
households is a perfect substitute to deposits with intermediaries.
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An insurance mechanism to simplify aggregation I

Without any insurance mechanism, each household’s current consumption
decision would depend on his/her whole type history.

Therefore, the distribution of consumption across households would become
more and more dispersed over time.

To avoid this complexity, it is assumed that households

originally start with identical financial wealth,

are able to sign state-contingent contracts with one another, through
which they may insure one another against idiosyncratic risk,

are able to receive transfers from the insurance agency only when they
draw a new type (and before knowing this type).
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An insurance mechanism to simplify aggregation II

These state-contingent contracts will be such that all households drawing
their types at the same date will have the same marginal utility of income at
that date before learning their new types (if each has behaved optimally
until then).

Given that they have identical continuation problems at that time (before
learning their new types), these contracts will be such that they have the
same post-transfer financial wealth at that date (if each has behaved
optimally until then).

Contractual transfers are contingent only on the history of aggregate and
idiosyncratic exogenous states, not on households’ actual wealths (otherwise
this would create perverse incentives).
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An insurance mechanism to simplify aggregation III

It can be shown that, under certain conditions, households that have not
re-drawn their type have the same marginal utility of income as households
that have re-drawn their type and are of the same type.

Therefore, in equilibrium, the marginal consumption utility of any given
household i at any given date t depends only on its type at this date:

λt(i) = λ
τt (i)
t .

Therefore, in equilibrium, the consumption of any given household i at any

given date t depends only on its type at this date: ct(i) = cτt (i)[λ
τt (i)
t ].

This insurance mechanism facilitates aggregation, as the goods-market
clearing condition can then be written Yt = ∑τ∈{b,s} πτc

τ(λτ
t ) + Ξt , where

Ξt denotes resources consumed by intermediaries.
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Euler equations

It can be shown that, under certain conditions, in equilibrium,

households of type s always have positive savings,
households of type b always borrow.

Therefore, the intertemporal first-order conditions of households’
optimization programs are

λτ
t = βEt

{
1+ i

b1τ=b+d1τ=s
t

Πt+1

[
[δ + (1− δ)πτ ] λτ

t+1 + (1− δ)π−τλ−τ
t+1

]}

for each type τ ∈ {b, s}, where for either type τ, −τ denotes the opposite

type, and Πt+1 ≡ Pt+1
Pt

denotes the gross inflation rate.

Compared to the basic New Keynesian model, there are two Euler equations,
not just one.
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Credit spread and financial-intermediation inefficiency

Let ωt ≡ ibt −idt
1+idt

denote the credit spread.

Let Ωt ≡ λb
t

λs
t
be a measure of financial-intermediation inefficiency.

Log-linearizing the two Euler equations and substracting one from the other
gives

Ω̂t = ω̂t + µEtΩ̂t+1,

where µ < 1 and variables with hat denote log-linearized variables.

This equation can be solved forward to give Ω̂t = Et ∑+∞
j=0 µj ω̂t+j .
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IS equation

Log-linearizing the goods-market-clearing condition and using it to compute
a weighted average of the two log-linearized Euler equations gives the
following IS equation:

Ŷt = Et Ŷt+1 −
1

σ

(
îavgt − Etπt+1

)
− Et∆Ξ̂t+1 − k1Ω̂t + k2EtΩ̂t+1,

where σ > 0, k1 > 0, k2 > 0, and îavgt ≡ πb î
b
t + πs î

d
t = îdt + πbω̂t .

Compared to the basic New Keynesian model, what matters for
aggregate-demand determination is not only the expectation of the future
path of the general level of interest rates îavgt , but also the expectation of

the future path of the credit spread ω̂t (via Ω̂t).
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Phillips curve

The log-linearized Phillips curve is of the form

πt = βEtπt+1 + κŶt + k3Ω̂t − k4Ξ̂t ,

where κ > 0, k3 > 0, and k4 > 0.

Compared to the basic New Keynesian model, the main change is the
presence of the terms k3Ω̂t and −k4Ξ̂t , which capture the effects of credit
frictions.
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Case where ω̂t and Ξ̂t are exogenous I

In the case where both ω̂t and Ξ̂t can be treated as exogenous (and hence

so can Ω̂t), (πt , Ŷt , î
avg
t , îdt )t∈Z is determined by

the Phillips curve,
the IS equation,
the equation îavgt = îdt + πbω̂t ,
the policy-interest-rate rule for îdt .

Moreover, in this case, assuming an optimal employment subsidy, the
second-order approximation of the weighted average of households’ utility
functions is

Lt = Et

+∞

∑
k=0

βk

[
π2
t+k + λ

(
Ŷt+k − Ŷ n

t+k

)2]
with λ ≡ κ

ε , where ε denotes the elasticity of substitution between
differentiated goods and Y n

t the natural (i.e., flexible-price) level of output.
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Case where ω̂t and Ξ̂t are exogenous II

Therefore,

the determination of optimal mon. policy is the same as in Chapter 2,
the implementation of monetary policy is the same as in Chapter 3.

The only differences are that

the reduced-form coefficients are different: (κ,λ, σ) ̸= (κ,λ, σ),
the exogenous shocks now have financial components.
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Financial intermediaries I

Financial intermediaries

take deposits, on which they pay the nominal interest rate idt ,
make loans, on which they demand the nominal interest rate ibt ,
holds Mt reserves at the central bank, on which they receive the
nominal interest rate imt .

Although they are perfectly competitive, we have ωt > 0 because

they use resources to originate loans,
they cannot distinguish between good borrowers (who will repay their
loans) and bad ones (who will not), so that they charge a higher
interest rate to all borrowers.
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Financial intermediaries II

More specifically, we assume that for any Lt good loans originated,

there are χt(Lt) bad loans originated, with χ′
t ≥ 0 and χ′′

t ≥ 0,

Ξp
t (Lt ;mt) resources must be consumed, with Ξp

L,t ≥ 0, Ξp
m,t ≤ 0,

Ξp
LL,t ≥ 0, Ξp

mm,t ≥ 0, and Ξp
Lm,t ≤ 0, where mt ≡ Mt

Pt
,

there exists a finite satiation level of reserve balances mt(Lt), defined
as the lowest value of m for which Ξp

m,t(Lt ;m) = 0.

We also assume that deposits are acquired in the maximum quantity dt that
can be repaid from the anticipated returns of the assets:

(1+ idt )dt = (1+ ibt )Lt + (1+ imt )mt .
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Financial intermediaries III

At each date t, financial intermediaries choose Lt and mt so as to maximize
their distribution of earnings to their shareholders

dt −mt − Lt − χt(Lt)− Ξp
t (Lt ;mt),

taking ibt , i
d
t and imt as given.

The first-order conditions are

Ξp
L,t(Lt ;mt) + χL,t(Lt) = ωt ≡

ibt − idt
1+ idt

,

−Ξp
m,t(Lt ;mt) = δmt ≡ idt − imt

1+ idt
,

and give the two spreads as functions of Lt and mt .
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Dimensions of central-bank policy

The central bank uses its liabilities mt to fund its assets: loans to the
private sector Lcbt and holdings of government debt.

Therefore, two (unconventional) policy instruments are mt and Lcbt , subject
to 0 ≤ Lcbt ≤ mt .

The resource cost of central-bank extension of credit to the private sector is
Ξcb
t (Lcbt ), with Ξcb′

t (0) > 0 and Ξcb′′
t ≥ 0.

A third and last (conventional) policy instrument is the interest rate idt .

So there are three independent dimensions of central-bank policy:

interest-rate policy (idt ),
reserve-supply policy (mt),
credit policy (Lcbt ).
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Optimal reserve-supply policy

Optimal policy requires that financial intermediaries be satiated in reserves:
mt ≥ mt(Lt), since

for mt < mt(Lt), raising mt increases welfare by reducing both Ξp
t and

ωt (for a given Lt),

for mt ≥ mt(Lt), raising mt affects neither Ξp
t nor ωt (for a given Lt),

and hence does not affect welfare.

This is a Friedman-rule-type result, but one that has no consequences for
interest-rate policy.

Indeed, it implies only that the interest-rate differential δmt should be equal
to zero at all times, so that the central bank is still free to set its policy
interest rate idt as it wants.
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Is a reserve-supply target needed?

Should the monetary-policy committee take a decision on mt , in addition to
a decision on idt , at each of its meetings?

No need: it is equivalent and simpler to

use imt , rather than mt , as the instrument,
mechanically set imt equal to idt ,
let the central-bank staff adjust mt accordingly.

In practice,

the Bank of Canada sets imt only 25 basis points lower than idt ,
the Reserve Bank of New Zealand set imt equal to idt .
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Is there a role for quantitative easing? I

Quantitative easing refers to an increase in the supply of reserves mt beyond
the satiation level mt(Lt) for a given quantity of central-bank loans to the
private sector Lcbt .

The model implies that there is no benefit from quantitative easing.

It can be desirable to set mt > mt(Lt) only if this is necessary to set the
optimal Lcbt (as Lcbt ≤ mt).

As can be seen on Slide 6, the Federal Reserve financed its newly created
liquidity and credit facilities

first by reducing its holding of Treasury securities,
then by increasing reserves, but only when it decided to expand these
facilities beyond the scale that could be entirely financed by reducing
its holding of Treasury securities.
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Is there a role for quantitative easing? II

The Bank of Japan’s policy from March 2001 to March 2006 was a
quantitative-easing policy because

its aim was to increase the supply of reserves (or, equivalently, the
monetary base), rather than to acquire any particular type of assets,

the assets purchased consisted primarily in Japanese government
securities and bills issued by commercial banks.

In accordance with the model’s predictions, this policy seems to have had
little effect on aggregate demand, as apparent on the next slide.
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Monetary base and nominal GDP in Japan, 1990-2009

in the next section). But such a promise (if credible and correctly understood by the private sector) should increase output
and prevent deflation to the same extent even if it implies no change in policy during the period when the zero lower
bound binds.

While our definition of quantitative easing may seem a narrow one, the policy of the Bank of Japan during the period
2001–2006 fits our definition fairly closely. The BOJ’s policy involved the adoption of a series of progressively higher
quantitative targets for the supply of reserves, and the aim of the policy was understood to be to increase the monetary
base, rather than to allow the BOJ to acquire any particular type of assets. The assets purchased consisted primarily
Japanese government securities and bills issued by commercial banks; while there were also some more ‘‘unconventional’’
asset purchases under the quantitative easing policy — direct purchases of asset-backed securities and of stocks — the size
of these operations was quite small relative to the total increase in the supply of reserves shown in Fig. 3.21 Finally, there
was no suggestion that the targets of policy after the end of the zero-interest-rate period would be any different than
before; there was no commitment to maintain the increased quantity of base money in circulation permanently, and
indeed, once it was judged time to end the zero-interest-rate policy, the supply of reserves was rapidly contracted again, as
also shown in Fig. 3.

Our theory suggests that expansion of the supply of reserves under such circumstances should have little effect on
aggregate demand, and this seems to have been the case. For example, as is also shown in Fig. 3, despite an increase in the
monetary base of 60 percent during the first two years of the quantitative easing policy, and an eventual increase of nearly
75 percent, nominal GDP never increased at all (relative to its March 2001 level) during the entire five years of the policy.22

Apart from the absence of the effects on aggregate expenditure that simple quantity-theoretic reasoning would have
predicted, there was also little evidence of effects of the policy on longer-term interest rates (the channel through which it
might have been expected to ultimately influence aggregate expenditure). Those studies of Japan’s experience with
quantitative easing that find some reduction in longer-term interest rates attribute this mainly to successful signalling by
the BOJ of an intention to maintain the zero-interest-rate policy, and find little effect on bond yields of the increase in the
supply of reserves itself (Okina and Shiratsuka, 2004; Oda and Ueda, 2007; Ugai, 2007; Ueda, 2009).23 Of course, it is
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Fig. 3. The monetary base and nominal GDP for Japan (both seasonally adjusted), 1990–2009. The shaded region shows the period of ‘‘quantitative

easing,’’ from March 2001 through March 2006. (Sources: IMF International Financial Statistics and Bank of Japan.)

21 According to Bank of Japan statistics, these ‘‘unconventional’’ purchases had a value only slightly greater than 2 trillion yen at their maximum,

whereas the total increase in the monetary base during the quantitative easing (QE) period was in excess of 45 trillion yen. For more detailed discussion

of the different aspects of the BOJ policy during the period, and an attempt to separate the effects of targeted asset purchases from those of quantitative

easing, see Ueda (2009). Shiratsuka (2009) provides additional information.
22 As indicated in Fig. 3, over the first two years of the quantitative easing policy, nominal GDP fell by more than 4 percent, despite extremely rapid

growth of base money. While nominal GDP recovered thereafter, it remained below its 2001:Q1 level over the entire period until 2006:Q4, three quarters

after the official end of quantitative easing, by which time the monetary base had been reduced again by more than 20 percent. Moreover, even if the

growth of nominal GDP after 2003:Q1 is regarded as a delayed effect of the growth in the monetary base two years earlier, this delayed nominal GDP

growth was quite modest relative to the size of the expansion in base money.
23 Baba et al. (2006) find some effects of BOJ purchases of commercial paper on the spreads associated with those particular types of paper. But this is

really more evidence of the effectiveness of targeted asset purchases than of effectiveness of quantitative easing as such. See also the discussion by Ueda

(2009).
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Source: Cúrdia and Woodford (2011). The shaded region shows the quantitative-easing period.
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Optimal credit policy I

Let us now (numerically) determine optimal credit policy

under the assumption that reserve-supply policy is optimal, so that

Ξp
t (Lt ;mt) = Ξp

t (Lt ;mt(Lt)) ≡ Ξp
t (Lt),

ωt(Lt ;mt) = ωt(Lt ;mt(Lt)) ≡ ωt(Lt),

under various alternative assumptions about interest-rate policy.

A rise in Lcbt can increase welfare on two grounds: for a given volume of
private borrowing Lt + Lcbt , it decreases the volume of private lending Lt ,
which reduces

the resources Ξp
t consumed by the intermediary sector,

the equilibrium credit spread ωt (and hence Ω̂t).
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Optimal credit policy II

If central-bank policy were costless, then the optimal credit policy would be
such that Lt = 0.

If Ξcb′(0) is large enough, then the optimal credit policy is Lcbt = 0.

The model is calibrated such that the optimal credit policy

is Lcbt = 0 at the steady state,

may be such that Lcbt > 0 for large enough financial shocks.

These financial shocks are exogenous shifts in the functions Ξp
t (L) or χt(L)

of a type that increase the equilibrium credit spread ωt(L) for a given
volume of private credit.

Credit-spread increases have been an important feature of the recent crisis,
as apparent on the next slide.
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LIBOR-OIS spread in the US, 2006-2009

himself (Taylor, 2008) has suggested that move-
ments in this spread should be taken into account
in an extension of his famous rule.

In addition to such new questions about 
traditional interest rate policy, the very focus on
interest rate policy as the central question about
monetary policy has been called into question.
The explosive growth of base money in the United
States since September 2008 (shown in Figure 2)
has led many commentators to suggest that the
main instrument of U.S. monetary policy has
changed from an interest rate policy to one often
described as “quantitative easing.” Does it make
sense to regard the supply of bank reserves (or
perhaps the monetary base) as an alternative or
superior operating target for monetary policy?
Does this (as some would argue) become the only
important monetary policy decision once the

overnight rate (the federal funds rate) has reached
the zero lower bound, as it effectively has in the
United States since December 2008 (Figure 3)?
And now that the Federal Reserve has legal author-
ization to pay interest on reserves (under the
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008),
how should this additional potential dimension
of policy be used?

The past two years have also seen dramatic
developments in the composition of the asset side
of the Fed’s balance sheet (Figure 4). Whereas the
Fed had largely held Treasury securities on its
balance sheet before the fall of 2007, other kinds
of assets—including both a variety of new “liquid-
ity facilities” and new programs under which the
Fed has essentially become a direct lender to cer-
tain sectors of the economy—have rapidly grown
in importance. How to manage these programs has

Cúrdia and Woodford
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Figure 1

Spread Between the U.S. Dollar LIBOR Rate and the Corresponding OIS Rate

SOURCE: Bloomberg. Source: Cúrdia and Woodford (2010).
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Four kinds of financial shocks I

Let Ξcb′,crit denote the minimal marginal cost of central-bank lending
Ξcb′(0) required for Lcbt = 0 (“Treasuries only”) to be optimal.

The model’s calibration is such that

Ξp′
is 2.0 percent per annum at the steady state,

Ξcb′,crit is nearly 3.5 percent per annum at the steady state.

We distinguish between

“additive shocks”, which translate the schedule ωt(L) vertically by the
same amount,

“multiplicative shocks”, which multiply the entire schedule ωt(L) by
some constant factor greater than 1.
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Four kinds of financial shocks II

We also distinguish between

“Ξ shocks”, which change the function Ξp
t (L),

“χ shocks”, which change the function χt(L).

The next slide plots the dynamic response of Ξcb′,crit to each of the four
kinds of financial shocks

under optimal reserve-supply and interest-rate policies,

for an initial increase in ωt(L) of 4 percentage points per annum, from
ω = 2.0% to ω0(L) = 6.0%,

for a subsequent decrease in ωt(L) according to
ωt(L) = ω + [ω0(L)− ω]ρt , where ρ = 0.9.

These shocks are small enough for the Zero-Lower-Bound constraint not to
be binding under optimal interest-rate policy.
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Response of Ξcb′,crit under optimal interest-rate policy I

exponentially, so that

otðLÞ ¼oþ½o0ðLÞ�o�rt

for all tZ0 for each of the four shocks, and again we assume that r¼ 0:9.
The figure clearly shows that the degree to which a financial disturbance provides a justification for active central-bank

credit policy depends very much on the reason for the increase in spreads. In fact, the factors that affect the size of Xcbu,crit
t

are not too closely similar to those that affect the size of otðLÞ. The increase in otðLÞ is the sum of the increases in X
p
uðLÞ

and wuðLÞ. The value of Xcbu,crit
t is also increased by an increase in X

p
u, but not by an increase in wu as such. Moreover, Xcbu,crit

t is

increased by increases in X
p
00 and w00, or in the relative shadow price jo,t=jX,t (which is generally increased by a financial

disturbance, since an increase in credit spreads increases the marginal distortion associated with a given further increase

in spreads), whereas these do not change the value of otðLÞ.

The figure shows that Xcbu,crit
t increases the most if the credit spread increases due to a ‘‘multiplicative X’’ shock, since in

this case the increase in the spread is due entirely to an increase in X
p
u and X

p
00 (and hence ou) increases in the same

proportion as does X
p
u. Only one of these two effects (the increase in X

p
u or the increase in ou) is present in the case of the

‘‘additive X’’ or ‘‘multiplicative w’’ shocks, and neither is present in the case of an ‘‘additive w’’ shock. In this last case (an
increase in the fraction of loans that are expected not to be repaid, that is independent of the volume of private lending),

neither X
p
uðLÞ nor ouðLÞ increases due to the shock, while both X

p
uðLtÞ and ouðLtÞ decrease, owing to the decrease in Lt (as a

consequence of the increase in credit spreads).34 Hence in the case of an ‘‘additive w’’ shock, the marginal social value of
central-bank lending actually decreases at the time of the shock.

Clearly, the mere fact that a given disturbance is observed to increase credit spreads does not in itself prove that it
would increase welfare for the central bank to lend directly to private borrowers. This is not because conventional
monetary policy (i.e., interest-rate policy) alone suffices to eliminate the distortions created by such a disturbance (in our
model, it cannot, even if it can mitigate the distortions created by the disturbance to some extent); nor is it because
central-bank credit policy is unable to influence market credit spreads (in our model, active credit policy would reduce the
size of the credit spread). But even granting both of these points, if central-bank lending is not costless (and we believe that
it should not be considered to be), then it is necessary to balance the costs of intervention against the benefits expected to
be achieved; and our model implies that there is no simple relation between the outcome of this tradeoff and the degree to
which credit spreads increase in response to a shock.

Financial disturbances increase the marginal social benefit of central-bank credit policy to a greater extent, however
(relative to the size of the disturbance), if the zero lower bound on the policy rate prevents the policy rate from being cut in
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Fig. 4. Response of the critical threshold value of Xcb
uð0Þ for a corner solution, in the case of four different types of ‘‘purely financial’’ disturbances, each of

which increases ot ðLÞ by 4 percentage points. Interest-rate policy responds optimally in each case.

34 This last effect, which by itself reduces the marginal social value of central-bank lending, is present in the case of all four disturbances, but in the

other three cases this effect is outweighed by the effects discussed in the text that increase the value of Xcbu,crit
t .
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Source: Cúrdia and Woodford (2011).
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Response of Ξcb′,crit under optimal interest-rate policy II

The optimal credit-policy response to the credit-spread increase depends on
the nature of the financial shock.

When the credit-spread increase is due to a multiplicative Ξ shock,

the resource cost Ξp
increases,

the credit spread ω increases as Ξp′
increases,

so that Ξcb′,crit increases substantially.

When the credit-spread increase is due to an additive Ξ shock or a
multiplicative χ shock, only one of these two effects is present, so that
Ξcb′,crit increases more modestly.

When the credit-spread increase is due to an additive χ shock, none of these
two effects is present, so that Ξcb′,crit actually decreases (due to the
decrease in Lt).
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Response of Ξcb′,crit under alternative IR policies I

Now consider the same financial shocks, but three times as large as
previously, i.e. such that ωt(L) increases by 12% per annum.

These shocks are large enough for the Zero-Lower-Bound (ZLB) constraint
to be binding under optimal interest-rate policy.

The next slide plots the dynamic response of Ξcb′,crit to these shocks under
four alternative interest-rate (IR) policies:

the optimal IR policy without ZLB constraint (i.e. allowing for idt < 0),

the optimal IR policy with ZLB constraint (i.e. Chapter 6’s optimal
monetary policy under commitment),

the IR policy idt = rd + ϕππt + ϕy Ŷt without ZLB constraint,

the IR policy idt = max [rd + ϕππt + ϕy Ŷt , 0] (close to Chapter 6’s
optimal monetary policy under discretion),

where ϕπ = 2, ϕy = 0.25, and rd is the steady-state real policy interest rate.
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Response of Ξcb′,crit under alternative IR policies II

response to the shock as much as is assumed in Fig. 4. The distortions created by a binding zero lower bound are even
greater under the hypothesis that policy is conducted in a forward-looking way after the period in which the zero lower
bound constrains the policy rate, so that there is no commitment to subsequent reflation of a kind that would mitigate the
extent to which the zero bound results in an undesirably high level of the real policy rate. (An optimal interest-rate policy
commitment, that takes account of the occasionally binding zero lower bound, will include a commitment to history-
dependent policy of this sort, as discussed in Eggertsson and Woodford, 2003, and Cúrdia and Woodford, 2010a. However,
such policy requires a type of commitment that actual central bankers seem quite reluctant to contemplate, as discussed
for example by Walsh, 2009.) If a binding zero lower bound coincides with this kind of expectations about future monetary
policy, the marginal social benefit of credit policy may be much greater than would be suggested by Fig. 4.

This is illustrated by Fig. 5, where the same four types of financial disturbances are considered, but the disturbances are
assumed to be three times as large as in Fig. 4. In the figure, the responses of Xcbu,crit

t are shown under two different
assumptions about interest-rate policy: in the top panels, interest-rate policy is assumed to be optimal, while in the
bottom row it is assumed to follow a Taylor rule of the form

idt ¼maxfrd
þfpptþfyŶ t ,0g, ð38Þ

here written so as to respect the zero lower bound on short-term nominal interest rates. In this equation, pt � logPt is the
inflation rate, Ŷ t � logðYt=Y Þ, and rd is the steady-state real policy rate,35 so that the policy rule is consistent with the zero-
inflation steady state (discussed above) in the absence of disturbances. The Taylor-rule coefficients are assigned the values
fp ¼ 2,fy ¼ 1=4, in rough accordance with estimates of US monetary policy in recent decades.36 The figure also illustrates
the consequences of the zero lower bound on interest rates; the panels in the left column show the response of Xcbu,crit
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Fig. 5. Response of the critical threshold value of Xcb
uð0Þ for a corner solution, in the case of financial disturbances that increase otðLÞ by 12 percentage

points. Interest-rate policy responds optimally in the panels of the top row, but follows a Taylor rule in the bottom panels. The zero lower bound is

assumed not to constrain interest-rate policy in the panels of the left column, while the constraint is imposed in the corresponding panels of the right

column.

35 As explained above, we calibrate the model so that 1þr d
¼ ð1:03Þ1=4.

36 These are the baseline parameter values used in the numerical analysis of the representative-household New Keynesian model in Woodford (2003,

Chapter 4). We use these parameter values in our analysis in Cúrdia and Woodford (2009) of the model’s implications for the effects of disturbances when

monetary policy follows a Taylor rule, in order to allow direct comparison with the results shown in Woodford (2003) for the basic New Keynesian model.
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Source: Cúrdia and Woodford (2011).
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Response of Ξcb′,crit under alternative IR policies III

Compared to the Taylor rule, optimal IR policy reduces at least slightly the
welfare gain from active credit policy.

The case for active credit policy is clearer when the ZLB constraint is
binding, as credit policy can then complement IR policy.

In the latter case, to a first approximation, only the size and persistence of
the credit spread matter, not the nature of the underlying financial shock.
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